
Bold, positive action
What you can do, or dream you can, begin it. Boldness has genius, power
and magic in it.  Goethe

Are you playing it too safe?

In today's economy, many can see the virtue of playing it safe. Stocks are down,
jobs are getting scarce, companies are going through reorganizations and
bankruptcies, and war looms near.

I can see why a "play it safe" mode seems like the valid plan of attack.

It's always easy to play it safe. It's a route that few will quibble with when they
hear about it -- but it's rarely the best route to take with our lives.

Prudent, individual investing is probably a good path to take, don't get me wrong.
But it's still not a time to pull your money out of the bank and put it into your
mattress.

We have not even come close to the effects of the Great Depression. Times may
be tough in some industries, but others are bustling. The other day, I read a
newspaper story about a mortgage banker who was making over $1 million a
year, because of the profit in refinancing homes and other real estate. New
companies are growing right and left; new products are constantly being
developed, and companies which go through reorganization often come out
stronger than they were before.

Now is not the time to play it safe.

Let's look to the Great Depression as an example. Stock investors who were
highly leveraged during the time of the giant stock falls lost a lot of money -- but
those investors who bought up good stocks during that time -- and held onto
them -- were rewarded with greater value than ever before. The 30s and 40s
were a time of great unrest, but they were also a time of vast technological
change and growth. Much of the social framework that governs many countries
today was founded during the 30s.

I bring this up because of a book review in The Wall Street Journal. I haven't read
the book -- yet -- but the book, called "The Growing Seasons," by Samuel Hynes,
is about the Great Depression. This is what the review says:
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"Early in the book, he (the author) lets on that the Depression was not, for him,
the hard, narrow, and dour experience of popular legend. Rather, it was
'generous and free and full of opportunities' -- no matter that 'nobody had any
money and folks lived confined and frugal lives.'"

Thinking about the book, and the quote by Goethe that starts this week's issue of
Monday Motivation, brings to mind the fact that only bold action brings people out
of the troubles they find themselves in -- even if that trouble is their own "Great
Depression."

I've quoted him before, but "Famous" Wally Amos once said this: "If you keep
doing what you've been doing, you'll keep getting what you've been getting."

Each of us hits plateaus in our own lives. Now, I don't know much about
mountain climbing, but almost 30 years ago, I had the great fortune of being able
to climb Mt. Fuji in Japan. I'm not really a mountain climber, then or now. Fuji has
"stations" that divide the climb -- 10 stations to the top of the mountain. Most
people, myself included, start their climb halfway up. At each station, there is a
chance to stop and rest. I soon found that each time I stopped at one of these
"plateaus," it became harder for me to get started again.

A couple of weeks ago, I wrote about my experience in college physics. A very
astute reader pointed me to a website demonstrated a similar principle of my tale
of the fly, which never has a velocity, because its direction is always changing.
My tale of Fuji-San, as it's known (San means mountain in this case, not "Mr.")
illustrates a different law of physics -- Newton's first law. (I've messed with the
common wording slightly to better make my point):  Every moving object tends
to remain moving unless an external force is applied to it.

This law also means that any non-moving object (or person) tends to stay
put, unless something forces it into motion.

We generally refer to this as "inertia." Most likely, you know people who have a
lot of it.

For this week, though, we're going to look at individual inertia -- sticking around
on that plateau for too long.

See, the nice thing about those "stations" on the way up Fuji-San, is that they're
a comfortable place to stop. Soon however, you find that when you stop, you just
don't want to start again. Pretty soon, you realize that it takes less effort to keep
going than it does to keep restarting. (I know that probably doesn't compute in
Physics, but it computes in each of our lives.)



When you "play it safe," too often you relegate part of your life to that "plateau."
Pretty soon, you don't want to move at all. It's just too easy to stay put. Inertia
has taken over your life.

What's the correction? Bold action, no matter how complicated or threatening the
world may seem.

Most of us take action in little tiny jumps. We hesitate to do something big, bold,
and exciting. We're like a dachshund eating an elephant -- sure, it may be
possible, but it's unlikely we ever do much beyond nipping at its heels.

Now, here's the catch -- most of us inherently know what we want to do -- it's just
taking that first step -- pushing our lives off that plateau and beginning to climb --
that's hard.

That's why bold, positive action is so important to our life.

The boldness will excite you -- and likely terrify you to start -- but it builds up a
momentum that is enough to overcome the inertia in our lives.

What should your bold change be? What should my bold change be? Maybe we
need to give it a bit more thought, develop goals, and a plan of attack -- but
sooner or later we need to take that bold initiative, and put it into practice.

Can you be bold? Can you make your life bold, vibrant, creative, and full of life?

Of course you can. Almost anyone can. Just take bold, positive action, despite
what troubles and obstacles land in your way. Like Goeth said -- "boldness has
genius, power and magic in it."
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